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A groundbreaking history of how Jewish women
maintained their identity and influenced
social activism as they wrote themselves into
American history. What does it mean to be a
Jewish woman in America? In a gripping
historical narrative, Pamela S. Nadell weaves
together the stories of a diverse group of
extraordinary people—from the colonial-era
matriarch Grace Nathan and her greatgranddaughter, poet Emma Lazarus, to labor
organizer Bessie Hillman and the great
justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, to scores of
other activists, workers, wives, and mothers
who helped carve out a Jewish American
identity. The twin threads binding these
women together, she argues, are a strong
sense of self and a resolute commitment to
making the world a better place. Nadell
recounts how Jewish women have been at the
forefront of causes for centuries, fighting
for suffrage, trade unions, civil rights, and
feminism, and hoisting banners for Jewish
rights around the world. Informed by shared
values of America’s founding and Jewish
identity, these women’s lives have left deep
footprints in the history of the nation they
call home.

My Russian Grandmother and Her American
Vacuum Cleaner
From lighting the menorah on Chanukah to
standing under the chuppah at a wedding,
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every Jewish ritual reflects a time-honored
practice passed down for generations. This
delightful ebook shares the beloved stories
and traditions behind Jewish celebrations,
from year-round holidays to once-in-alifetime special events. Featuring lush
illustrations that capture the heart of
Jewish tradition as well as a glossary of
important terms for each holiday, this ebook
is a treasure to be shared at any
occasion—from bar and bat mitzvahs to
Passover seders.

Night
Calendars map time, shaping and delineating
our experience of it. While the challenges to
tracking Jewish conceptions of time during
the Holocaust were substantial, Alan Rosen
reveals that many took great risks to mark
time within that vast upheaval. Rosen
inventories and organizes Jewish calendars
according to the wartime settings in which
they were produced—from Jewish communities to
ghettos and concentration camps. The
calendars he considers reorient views of
Jewish circumstances during the war and show
how Jews were committed to fashioning
traditional guides to daily life, even in the
most extreme conditions. In a separate
chapter, moreover, he elucidates how
Holocaust-era diaries sometimes served as
surrogate Jewish calendars. All in all, Rosen
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presents a revised idea of time, continuity,
the sacred and the mundane, the ordinary and
the extraordinary even when death and
destruction were the order of the day.
Rosen’s focus on the Jewish calendar—the
ultimate symbol of continuity, as weekday
follows weekday and Sabbath follows
Sabbath—sheds new light on how Jews
maintained connections to their way of
conceiving time even within the cauldron of
the Holocaust.

Jewish Holidays
Ring in the holiday with eighteen writers who
extol, excoriate, and expand our
understanding of this most merry of Jewish
festivals as they offer up funny, irreverent,
and, yes, even nostalgic takes on a holiday
that holds a special place in Jewish hearts .
. . and stomachs. Pieces by Jonathan Tropper,
Jennifer Gilmore, Steve Almond, Joanna Smith
Rakoff, Adam Langer, and others address
pressing issues: what is the weight gain
associated with eating 432 latkes in eight
nights? Offer joyous gratitude: “What a
holiday! No pestilence, no slavery, no
locusts, no cattle disease, or atonement.
Thank God.” And afford tender truths: “You
are reminded of your real gifts: a family you
get to come home to.” Whether your family
tradition included a Christmas tree or a
Chanukah bush, whether the fights among your
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siblings rivaled the battles of the
Maccabees, or even if you haven’t a clue who
the Maccabees were, this little book
illustrates the joys, frustrations, and small
miracles of the season.

The Jewish Way
Journalist Abigail Pogrebin, a twin herself,
offers a poignant and personal look at what
it's really like to live with one's mirror
image and tells the story of many twins who
struggle to balance intimacy and
individuality.

If All the Seas Were Ink
There are times in life when we are caught
utterly unprepared: a death in the family,
the end of a relationship, a health crisis.
These are the times when the solid ground we
thought we stood on disappears beneath our
feet, leaving us reeling and heartbroken, as
we stumble back to our faith. The Days of Awe
encompass the weeks preceding Rosh Hashanah
up to Yom Kippur, a period in which Jews take
part in a series of rituals and prayers that
reenact the journey of the soul through the
world from birth to death. This is a period
of contemplation and repentance, comparable
to Lent and Ramadan. Yet, for Rabbi Alan Lew,
the real purpose of this annual passage is
for us to experience brokenheartedness and
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open our heart to God. In This is Real and
You Are Completely Unprepared, Lew has marked
out a journey of seven distinct stages, one
that draws on these rituals to awaken our
soul and wholly transform us. Weaving
together Torah readings, Buddhist parables,
Jewish fables and stories from his own life,
Lew lays bare the meanings of this ancient
Jewish passage. He reveals the path from
terror to acceptance, confusion to clarity,
doubt to belief, and from complacency to awe.
In the tradition of When Bad Things Happen to
Good People, This Is Real And You Are
Completely Unprepared enables believers of
all faiths to reconnect to their faith with a
passion and intimacy that will resonate
throughout the year.

Here Is the World: A Year of Jewish
Holidays
Recent years have seen an increased interest
in Jewish life, its culture, and its
celebrations. There are many new students of
Judaism, often potential converts or members
of interfaith families who are seeking to
learn more about the religion and its
rituals. Unfortunately, many of the existing
texts that examine the Jewish holidays are
written in a dry, unexciting way, making it
difficult for the reader to retain much
information. For those seeking to learn more
about Jewish celebrations, Cantor Matt
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Axelrod has written Your Guide to the Jewish
Holidays: From Shofar to Seder. Intended for
the reader who has no prior knowledge about
the Jewish holidays as well as the reader who
knows the basics about the holidays but wants
to understand the holidays on a deeper level,
Axelrod’s book takes a humorous, lighthearted look at the 11 most important Jewish
holidays. Instead of simply explaining that
Jews are obligated to observe in a certain
way because of a biblical text, Axelrod shows
where each holiday, along with its rituals,
came from in a historical context. He
provides a humorous retelling of the biblical
passages relating to the holiday,
explorations of rituals associated with each
holiday, and descriptions of traditional
foods. Your Guide to the Jewish Holidays also
features special sections labeled “In Depth”
or “Perfect for Families” that expand upon
elements of each holiday in ways that provide
greater understanding of traditions or that
invite the reader to get the rest of the
family involved.

Einstein and the Rabbi
A renowned political speechwriter rediscovers
Judaism, finding timeless wisdom and
spiritual connection in its age-old practices
and traditions. “Sarah Hurwitz was Michelle
Obama’s head speechwriter, and with this book
she becomes Judaism’s speechwriter.”—Adam
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Grant, New York Times bestselling author of
Give and Take, Originals, and co-author of
Option B After a decade as a political
speechwriter—serving as head speechwriter for
First Lady Michelle Obama, a senior
speechwriter for President Barack Obama, and
chief speechwriter for Hillary Clinton on her
2008 presidential campaign—Sarah Hurwitz
decided to apply her skills as a communicator
to writing a book . . . about Judaism. And no
one is more surprised than she is. Hurwitz
was the quintessential lapsed Jew—until, at
age thirty-six, after a tough breakup, she
happened upon an advertisement for an
introductory class on Judaism. She attended
on a whim, but was blown away by what she
found: beautiful rituals, helpful guidance on
living an ethical life, conceptions of God
beyond the judgy bearded man in the sky—none
of which she had learned in Hebrew school or
during the two synagogue services she
grudgingly attended each year. That class led
to a years-long journey during which Hurwitz
visited the offices of rabbis, attended
Jewish meditation retreats, sat at the
Shabbat tables of Orthodox families, and read
hundreds of books about Judaism—all in dogged
pursuit of answers to her biggest questions.
What she found transformed her life, and she
wondered: How could there be such a gap
between the richness of what Judaism offers
and the way so many Jews like her understand
and experience it? Sarah Hurwitz is on a
mission to close this gap by sharing the
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profound insights she discovered on
everything from Jewish holidays, ethics, and
prayer to Jewish conceptions of God, death,
and social justice. In this entertaining and
accessible book, she shows us why Judaism
matters and how its message is more relevant
than ever, and she inspires Jews to do the
learning, questioning, and debating required
to make this religion their own. “Searching
for meaning in the ancient scripture and
traditions of Judaism, Sarah Hurwitz takes us
along on an enriching journey of discovery.
In Here All Along, she explores her
birthright as a Jew and finds timeless and
valuable life lessons.”—David Axelrod,
director of the University of Chicago
Institute of Politics and former senior
advisor to President Barack Obama

The Holocaust's Jewish Calendars
Every holiday has two parts: its historical
background and its laws. This unique new
offering from Shmuel Blitz - especially for
children - presents both. He begins by
telling us the story. We'll learn the history
of the Exodus from Egypt; the heroism of the
Maccabees, Chana and her seven sons; and
Yehudis; the story of Rabbi Akiva and his
rise from unlearned shepherd to the great
sage of our people. So it is with every one
of our festivals. And then - once we know the
story - we learn the laws. Everything is
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presented simply, accurately, and clearly, in
the famous Shmuel Blitz manner. With Tova
Katz's beautiful illustrations, it's a
treasure house of fun-filled learning. Read
it to your little ones. Before long they'll
know it by heart and read it to you. Bring a
sparkle to your holidays with this hit from a
master storyteller.

Mamaleh Knows Best
A boy and his pet dragon learn about Hanukkah
from a Jewish friend. Teacher resources
include note to caregivers, word list,
reading activities to strengthen phonemic
awareness, phonics, vocabulary, fluency, and
comprehension.

Celebrate!
Born into a Jewish ghetto in Hungary, as a
child, Elie Wiesel was sent to the Nazi
concentration camps at Auschwitz and
Buchenwald. This is his account of that
atrocity: the ever-increasing horrors he
endured, the loss of his family and his
struggle to survive in a world that stripped
him of humanity, dignity and faith.
Describing in simple terms the tragic murder
of a people from a survivor's perspective,
Night is among the most personal, intimate
and poignant of all accounts of the
Holocaust. A compelling consideration of the
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darkest side of human nature and the enduring
power of hope, it remains one of the most
important works of the twentieth century. New
translation by Marion Wiesel, with a new
introduction by Elie Wiesel.

Mishkan T'filah
Documents the author's quest to live one year
in literal compliance with biblical rules,
from being fruitful and multiplying to
growing a beard and avoiding mixed-fiber
clothing.

How to Spell ChanukahAnd Other Holiday
Dilemmas
Key moments in the rituals, traditions, and
celebrations associated with principal Jewish
holidays, including Yom Kippur, Rosh HaShana, Chanukah, Purim, and others, are
depicted in 41 authentically detailed
illustrations. Captions, an introduction, a
holiday calendar, and a glossary offer even
more educational opportunities.

Sukkot Treasure Hunt

Hebrew Bible
We all know the stereotype of the Jewish
mother: Hectoring, guilt-inducing, clingy as
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a limpet. In Mamaleh Knows Best, Tablet
Magazine columnist Marjorie Ingall smashes
this tired trope with a hammer. Blending
personal anecdotes, humor, historical texts,
and scientific research, Ingall shares Jewish
secrets for raising self-sufficient, ethical,
and accomplished children. She offers
abundant examples showing how Jewish mothers
have nurtured their children’s independence,
fostered discipline, urged a healthy distrust
of authority, consciously cultivated
geekiness and kindness, stressed education,
and maintained a sense of humor. These timetested strategies have proven successful in a
wide variety of settings and fields over the
vast span of history. But you don't have to
be Jewish to cultivate the same qualities in
your own children. Ingall will make you
think, she will make you laugh, and she will
make you a better parent. You might not
produce a Nobel Prize winner (or hey, you
might), but you'll definitely get a great
human being.

Happy Hanukkah, Dear Dragon
Offers prayers, sources, rituals, and stories
to help understand and celebrate the Jewish
holidays.

My First Book of Jewish Holidays
This innovative how-to guide and reference
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book on the Jewish holidays provides a wellrounded foundation for both knowledge and
action. Unlike many books of its kind,
Celebrate! The Complete Jewish Holidays
Handbook is nondenominational and
comprehensive in approach. The author
includes the historical development,
religious importance, and personal
significance of each Jewish holy day in a way
that is useful to both beginners and those
well versed in Jewish practice. The richness
and depth of Jewish tradition, with a full
range of information on why and how to
celebrate, is presented in a lively, warm,
and user-friendly manner.

Hanukkah
Summarizes recent scholarship and takes into
account important historical, cultural, and
political developments in American Judaism
over the past fifteen years.

The Year of Living Biblically
This new addition to our popular board book
series including “Sounds of My Jewish Year,”
“Shapes of My Jewish Year,” and “Colors of My
Jewish Year” uses the Jewish holidays to
teach the concept of opposites. Words such as
big/little, near/far and long/short are
explained using scenes from different
holidays to demonstrate each opposite.
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The New Jewish Canon
In the winter of 1942, the sixth Lubavitcher
Rebbe, Rabbi Yosef Y. Schneersohn, gave his
son-in-law, the future Rebbe, the task of
compiling an anthology of Chasidic aphorisms
and customs arranged according t the days of
the year. The calendar was entitled Hayom
Yom& ;& ;In describing this work, Rabbi Yosef
Yitzchak wrote:& ;"A book that is small in
format""but bursting with pearls and diamonds
of choicest quality" & ;"A splendid palace of
Chasidism." & ;True to these words, Hayom
Yomhas become a beloved, classic work and a
source of daily spiritual sustenance and
inspiritaion.

Stars of David
In the tradition of The Year of Living
Biblically by A.J. Jacobs and Walking the
Bible: A Journey by Land Through the Five
Books of Moses by Bruce Feiler comes Abigail
Pogrebin’s My Jewish Year, a lively chronicle
of the author’s journey into the spiritual
heart of Judaism. Although she grew up
following some holiday rituals, Pogrebin
realized how little she knew about their
foundational purpose and contemporary
relevance; she wanted to understand what had
kept these holidays alive and vibrant, some
for thousands of years. Her curiosity led her
to embark on an entire year of intensive
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research, observation, and writing about the
milestones on the religious calendar. Whether
in search of a roadmap for Jewish life or a
challenging probe into the architecture of
Jewish tradition, readers will be captivated,
educated and inspired by Abigail Pogrebin’s
My Jewish Year.

My Jewish Year
Describes the important Jewish holidays from
the point of view of Jesus (Y'shua) and the
New Testament.

My Jewish Year

This Is Real and You Are Completely
Unprepared
"The present book is a revised edition of The
Hebrew Gospel of Matthew according to a
Primitive Hebrew Text (1995) in which the
Hebrew text of the Gospel of Matthew as it
appeared in Even Bohan is printed,
accompanied by an English translation and an
expanded and thorough revision of Howard's
critical analysis. An important thrust of
this new edition is to establish that the
Hebrew Matthew of the Even Bohan predates the
fourteenth century. It shares many readings
with ancient Christian writings, some of
which were lost in antiquity only to reappear
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in modern times. These included Codex
Sinaiticus, the Old Syriac version, the
Coptic Gospel of Thomas, and a host of
others. Howard also analyzes the language,
artistic touches, and theology of the Hebrew
Gospel. Perhaps most significant are the
portraits of Jesus Christ and John the
Baptist depicted in the document. Both
portraits belong to an early form of Jewish
Christianity -- lost in antiquity -- in which
the Baptist plays a salvific role in the
redemption of humanity and Jesus operates as
a divine solicitor and judge."--Back cover.

One and the Same
The late twentieth and early twenty-first
centuries have been a period of mass
production and proliferation of Jewish ideas,
and have witnessed major changes in Jewish
life and stimulated major debates. The New
Jewish Canon offers a conceptual roadmap to
make sense of such rapid change. With over
eighty excerpts from key primary source texts
and insightful corresponding essays by
leading scholars, on topics of history and
memory, Jewish politics and the public
square, religion and religiosity, and
identities and communities, The New Jewish
Canon promises to start conversations from
the seminar room to the dinner table. The New
Jewish Canon is both text and textbook of the
Jewish intellectual and communal zeitgeist
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for the contemporary period and the recent
past, canonizing our most important ideas and
debates of the past two generations; and just
as importantly, stimulating debate and
scholarship about what is yet to come.

The Opposites of My Jewish Year
This fresh approach to prayer is for all who
wish to appreciate the power of prayer's
poetry and song, jump into its ceremonies and
rituals and join the age-old conversation
that Jews have had with God. Reb Zalman, one
of the most important Jewish spiritual
teachers in contemporary American Judaism,
offers you new ways to pray, new channels for
communicating with God and new opportunities
to open your heart to God's response.

Hebrew Gospel of Matthew
A charming tale of family ties, over-the-top
housekeeping, and the sport of storytelling
in Nahalal, the village of Meir Shalev's
birth.

Celebrating the Jewish Year
In Hanukkah, early readers will learn about
the Jewish holiday of Hanukkah and the ways
people celebrate it. Vibrant, full-color
photos and carefully leveled text will engage
emergent readers as they explore this unique
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holiday.

Here All Along
Introduces Shabbat, Rosh Hashanah, Yom
Kippur, Sukkot, Simhat Torah, Hanukkah, Tu
Bishva, Purim, Passover, and Shavuot.

Your Guide to the Jewish Holidays
Called “enriching” and “profoundly moving” by
Elie Wiesel, The Jewish Way is a
comprehensive and inspiring presentation of
Judaism as revealed through its holy days. In
thoughtful and engaging prose, Rabbi Irving
Greenberg explains and interprets the origin,
background, interconnections, ceremonial
rituals, and religious significance of all
the Jewish holidays, including Passover, Yom
Kippur, Purim, Hanukkah, Holocaust
Remembrance Day, and Israeli Independence
Day. Giving detailed instructions for
observance—the rituals, prayers, foods, and
songs—he shows how celebrating the holy days
of the Jewish calendar not only relives
Jewish history but puts one in touch with the
basic ideals of Judaism and the fundamental
experience of life. Insightful, original, and
engrossing, The Jewish Way is an essential
volume that should be in every Jewish home,
library, and synagogue.

Walk with Y'shua Through the Jewish
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Year
Capturing the diversity of Jewish religious
and ethnic identity, a collection of intimate
conversations with sixty-one prominent
Jews--including Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Richard
Dreyfuss, Leonard Nimoy, Steven Spielberg,
Sarah Jessica Parker, Beverly Sills, and Mike
Wallace--reveals how they feel about their
Jewish identity, religion, tradition, faith,
and prejudice. Reprint. 35,000 first
printing.

????? ????? :?
**WINNER of the 2018 Sami Rohr Prize for
Jewish Literature and the 2018 Sophie Brody
Medal for achievement in Jewish literature**
**2018 Natan Book Award Finalist** **Finalist
for the 2017 National Jewish Book Award in
Women's Studies ** The Wall Street Journal:
"There is humor and heartbreak in these
pagesMs. Kurshan immerses herself in the
demands of daily Talmud study and allows the
words of ancient scholars to transform the
patterns of her own life." The Jewish
Standard: “Brilliant, beautifully written,
sensitive, original." The Jerusalem Post: "A
beautiful and inspiring book. Both religious
and secular readers will find themselves
immensely moved by [Kurshan's] personal
story.” American Jewish World: “So engrossing
I hardly could put it down.” At the age of
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twenty-seven, alone in Jerusalem in the wake
of a painful divorce,Ilana Kurshan joined the
world’s largest book club, learning daf yomi,
Hebrew for“daily page” of the Talmud, a book
of rabbinic teachings spanning about six
hundredyears. Her story is a tale of
heartache and humor, of love and loss, of
marriageand motherhood, and of learning to
put one foot in front of the other by
turningpage after page. Kurshan takes us on a
deeply accessible and personal guided tourof
the Talmud. For people of the book—both
Jewish and non-Jewish—If All theSeas Were Ink
is a celebration of learning, through
literature, how to fall in loveonce again.
Discussion guide available at
ilanakurshan.com

Jewish Holidays and Traditions Coloring
Book
Curious about the Jewish holidays? Very young
readers learn about holiday customs with
everyone’s favorite inquisitive spider!

The Little Book of Jewish Celebrations
In Israel, before the holiday of Sukkot, you
can buy a lulav and etrog at a roadside
market stand. But Arava and her family want
to find and pick their own. Join them as they
hike and picnic in the hills surrounding
their home in Tzefat, looking for each of the
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four species needed to celebrate the harvest
holiday.

The Non-Jew's Guide to Jewish Holidays
Presents a guide to the customs and
ceremonies of Jewish holidays.

America's Jewish Women: A History from
Colonial Times to Today
Winner of the 2017 Nautilus Award in the
Religion/Spirituality of Western Thought
category A bestselling author and rabbi’s
profoundly affecting exploration of the
meaning and purpose of the soul, inspired by
the famous correspondence between Albert
Einstein and a grieving rabbi. “A human being
is part of the whole, called by us
‘Universe,’ a part limited in time and space.
He experiences himself, his thoughts, and
feelings as something separate from the
rest—a kind of optical delusion of his
consciousness” —Albert Einstein When Rabbi
Naomi Levy came across this poignant letter
by Einstein it shook her to her core. His
words perfectly captured what she has come to
believe about the human condition: That we
are intimately connected, and that we are
blind to this truth. Levy wondered what had
elicited such spiritual wisdom from a man of
science? Thus began a three-year search into
the mystery of Einstein’s letter, and into
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the mystery of the human soul. What emerges
is an inspiring, deeply affecting book for
people of all faiths filled with universal
truths that will help us reclaim our own
souls and glimpse the unity that has been
evading us. We all long to see more
expansively, to live up to our gifts, to
understand why we are here. Levy leads us on
a breathtaking journey full of wisdom,
empathy and humor, challenging us to wake up
and heed the voice calling from within—a
voice beckoning us to become who we were born
be.

Sammy Spider's First Book of Jewish
Holidays
Written especially for Christians, a
comprehensive guide to the major Jewish
holidays explores each holiday's historical
development, basic information about the
holiday's meaning, and the ways it is
observed today. Original.

Celebrate
Why is Chanukah celebrated close to Christmas
one year, but closer to Thanksgiving another
year? Why do Jews exchange presents on
Chanukah? What is Purim, and why do Jews
dress in costumes when they go to synagogue
on that day? And what are the Four Questions
anyway? After reading The Non-Jew's Guide to
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Jewish Holidays, you will know the answers to
these questions and more. This book will
explain why the Jewish holidays are observed
and the rituals that are followed during the
observances. You will also learn why the
holidays are celebrated on different days on
the secular calendar each year. Written by
best-selling author Elizabeth Reynolds, this
book is the one to buy if you want to learn
more. It covers the Jewish holidays in
chronological order beginning with the Jewish
New Year, Rosh Hashanah. The holidays
included in this book are Shabbat (Sabbath),
Days of Awe - Rosh Hashanah (Jewish New Year)
and Yom Kippur (Day of Atonement), Sukkot
(Feast of Tabernacles), Shemini Atzerit
(Eighth Day of Assembly) and Simchat Torah
(Joy of the Torah), Chanukah (Festival of
Lights), Tu B'Shevat (New Year for Trees),
Purim (Feast of Lots), Pesach (Passover), Yom
Hashoah (Holocaust Remembrance Day), Shavuot
(Festival of Weeks), and Tisha B'Av (The Fast
of Av).

The Children's Book of Jewish Holidays

Davening
Here is the world, ever changing and new,
Spinning with joy at the wonder of you! Here
Is the World is a joyous celebration of the
Jewish holidays throughout the year for young
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children. Beginning with the weekly
observance of Shabbat, readers join a family
through the holidays and the corresponding
seasons. From sounding the shofar on Rosh
Hashanah to lighting the menorah for Chanukah
to rattling a grogger for Purim, and on
through the Jewish year, the joy and
significance of each holiday beautifully come
to life.In addition to the narrative text,
there is a description of each holiday in the
back matter along with an easy craft or
recipe. Praise for Here is the World "Both
lovely and eminently useful." --Kirkus
Reviews "Illustrating the change of seasons,
Gal’s charcoal and digital collage images
effervesce with cheery colors, moving from
the radiant gold, yellows, and reds of autumn
to the greens and blues of spring—with a stop
in snowy winter for Chanukah, of course."
--Publishers Weekly
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